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what is ais?

ais is a maritime information system developed by the international maritime organisation (imo). 

this sophisticated radio technology combines GPs, VHF and data processing technologies to enable 

the exchange of relevant information between different marine entities. its capabilities range from 

the simple exchange of position, course, speed and identity information between individual vessels 

to more sophisticated data exchanges between specialist shore and buoy located devices.

what is an ais aton?

an ais aton is an ais transceiver designed specifically for installation on marine aids to navigation 

(buoys, lighthouses etc.). an aton is defined by iaLa1 as ‘a device or system external to vessels that 

is designed and operated to enhance the safe and efficient navigation of vessels and/or vessel traffic’.

  an ais aton transmits the position of an aid to navigation.

  it can be interfaced to a wide range of sensors such as metrological and hydrological devices,  

as well as with the lantern and other equipment located at the point of installation. Data collected 

from these instruments feeds directly into the aton where it is automatically compiled into an ais 

format and transmitted by the aton for the benefit of mariners and authorities.

  an ais aton can be interfaced to a lamp either for simple reporting of the lamp status,  

or for a more advanced status and configuration of the lamp (e.g. changing flash codes).

  an ais aton requires a power source. the power source is typically a solar charged battery system, 

designed to provide sufficient power to the aton and all other equipment on the platform, under 

all weather conditions and seasonal sunlight variation.

1 international association of marine aids and Lighthouse authorities
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Benefits of an ais aton 
  improved maritime domain awareness.

  accurate real time monitoring of buoy positions  
in all weathers.

  Dynamic marking of shipping lanes.

  instant marking of new hazards with virtual aton  
projection feature.

  automatic alerts in the event of buoy or lantern  
malfunction.
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1. QUALITY

all srt ais aton products are engineered to the  
highest professional quality standards. toughened  
UV stable exterior shells protect the units from  
extreme cold and heat, whilst military specification  
connectors and dual iPx6 and iPx7 water proof 
certification ensures mission critical reliability  
in all marine environments.

2. PERFORMANCE

inside all srt ais aton products is the state-of-the-art 
srt aton electronics engine. Using the latest proven 
technology, this ensures ‘best in class’ performance, 
maximising both range and feature set.

3. SENSOR INTEGRATION

multiple external sensors can be efficiently integrated. 
Dedicated sensor interfaces, coupled with built in intelligence 
provide a future proof platform as you add more sensors.

4. CERTIFICATION

all srt ais aton products are internationally certified  
to the relevant iec aton specifications using government 
approved independent test laboratories. 

5. POWER CONSUMPTION

srt ais aton products offer ‘best in class’ power  
consumption. this minimises the power required  
to install an aton, making it easier and less expensive.

Key features of the srt aton 

ais aton digitises your marine domain by streaming real time live information on position, weather, lamp status and much more from buoys, docks and other locations back to your control room. 

control your waterways and reduce your costs

ais aton is the next generation of electronic navigation and operating 

enhancement for the management and operation of both ports  

and waterways. it provides both the port controller and the vessel  

operator with a valuable stream of real time information about  

the marine domain, presented on their display screens in easy  

to understand formats.

the aton is typically installed on buoys and other shipping markers  

and integrated with the existing systems and sensors at that location.  

it is designed to act as a multiplexer hub for the data produced  

by all the other systems on location such as the lantern, weather sensors,  

tide, temperature etc. the aton transmits the data back to the central 

control room via the normal ais system. this information allows  

the position of the buoy and the operational status of the lamp  

to be monitored in all conditions, along with a constant live  

stream of sensor data. 

there are a wide range of features and functions offered by an aton  

all of which are designed to significantly enhance port and waterway  

safety and security. the aton is a powerful addition to any existing  

ais system, providing a critical piece of the marine domain jigsaw.

ais aton on buoy transmitting 
weather and tide data
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software

specialist aton information display solution. monitor and 
control multiple aton and display transmitted information  
such as weather and buoy status.

the ultimate in maritime domain awareness visualisation 
technology. Uniquely intuitive real time 2D and 3D display  
of ais and other data.

2 / GeoVs – aton1 / GeoVs – Viewer

Hardware

Dimensions
•	240 x 188mm max. (H x D)

Power consumption
•	12 to 24VDc
•	type 1: <0.1ah/day  

type 3: <1.0 ah/day

International  
type approvals:

advanced core technology, high quality design  
and engineering have combined to create  
the world’s most advanced ais aton. carbon  
is quality engineered for deployment and  
operation in the harshest of marine environments.

1 / carbon

the srt aton express takes advantage of our 
latest generation ultra-low power consumption 
technology to create a unique aton solution,  
easy to deploy either permanently or temporarily 
on even the smallest of buoys.

2 / express Dimensions
•	380 x 63mm max. (H x D)

Power consumption
•	internal Li-ion rechargeable 

battery pack
•	optional external power 

supply (12 to 24VDc)

International  
type approvals:

srt marine system solutions Limited is a wholly owned 
division of the software radio technology plc group 
of companies. since the 1990’s the srt group has lead 
the world in the development of advanced radio based 
maritime domain awareness technologies. today the 
group provides a wide range of technology and product 
solutions to a global network of partners. 

srt marine system solutions is a specialist division 
within the srt group which provides customers with 
complete system solutions. with access to the complete 

technology and product portfolio of the srt group 
coupled with unmatched knowledge and experience, 
our ability to deliver innovative and customised solutions 
is unrivalled. our expertise is in providing authorities 
with solutions to their maritime domain monitoring 
requirements. From creating a control system for the 
smallest waterway or port to a national scale system 
tracking all vessels within your eeZ, srt marine system 
solutions can create a robust and fully interoperable 
system solution, delivered, installed, and maintained by 
one of our local partners. 

about srt marine systems solutions

SRT Marine System Solutions Ltd is at the forefront of technology innovation and for this reason, reserves the right to alter, without notice, the specification, design or conditions of supply of any product  
of service. Information provided by SRT Marine System Solutions is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed by SRT Marine System Solutions for its use, nor any  
infringements of patents or other rights of third parties, which may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of SRT Marine System Solutions.  
SRT Marine System Solutions Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of Software Radio Technology plc. SRT plc and all its subsidiaries operate to the ISO 9001:2008 standards. © SRT Marine System Solutions Ltd 2013.

[see individual product data sheets for further information]


